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DVB Bank uses op5 Monitor to keep full control of the payment system

Munich based DVB Bank has just implemented op5 Monitor as a company-wide 

monitoring solution. The niche bank, which is specialized in customized financial 

services to the transport sector, had searched for a system which could monitor its  

entire business chain. op5 and its partner Consol provided the solution.

DVB wanted a system that not only checks that applications are working, but one that 

also monitors all business processes. The bank wanted to make sure that applications 

perform as required and that all data is delivered at the right time and in the correct 

format. As an example, the bank can verify that payment system output to the Central 

Bank has been created and delivered on time. This gives DVB control over the entire 

chain.

 “In our procurement of surveillance, it was our biggest challenge to find a solution that 

could meet all these requirements in one central system. op5 was the only company 

who could cope with all this,” explains Stephan Gottschalk, Network Engineer at DVB.

“We are very pleased to have DVB as our customer.” says Jan Josephson, CEO at 

op5. “DVB now have a highly flexible and robust system that can be adapted by their IT 

department to suit their changing needs.” 

About DVB Bank

DVB enjoys a unique position, thanks to its strategic focus on the international 

transport market, with the submarkets of shipping, aviation, and land transport. As a 

highly-specialised niche provider, the Bank offers a broad range of customised financial 

services.
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With offices in 13 locations, DVB has a worldwide presence in the transport markets 

and their various segments. This global presence enables the bank to take into account 

both the international dimension and the local specifics of the markets in which their 

clients in Shipping, Aviation and Land Transport Finance operate. 

About Consol Software

Consol Software GmbH  as a partner of op5, runs the support concerning op5 and 

Nagios. A team of op5 certified monitoring experts assures optimized communication 

and immediate handling of incoming tickets. In addition to the support, a continuous 

improvement process seeks to ensure and further enhance the monitoring landscape 

of DVB Bank. www.consol.de

About op5 AB

op5 is a Swedish market leading developer of open source based, unified IT Monitoring 

solutions. op5’s product, the op5 Monitor, delivers enterprise-class network, system, 

application as well as web and cloud service monitoring at a fraction of the cost of 

proprietary solutions.

 

More than 700 organizations worldwide depend on the op5 Monitor for their monitoring 

needs. Their customers include the Governments of Sweden, Australia and Poland, 

Linde Group, Time Warner Cable, SAAB Industries, Amnesty International, DVB Bank 

and Volvo.

For more information, please visit www.op5.com and follow op5 on Twitter: @op5ab
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